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“What does it mean, to see? The plain man’s answer would be, to know what is where by looking.”
This famous quote by David Marr [17] sums up the holy grail of vision – discovering what is present
in the world, and where it is. In computer vision, treating object localization and recognition as a
joint problem is critical for accurate image categorization: rather than performing classification of
the entire image as a whole, most modern object class recognition systems operate by decomposing
the photo into different regions corresponding to the objects present in the scene, as this allows them
to be more robust to clutter, variations in backgrounds, as well as presence of multiple objects.
Methods for object recognition and localization can be categorized on the basis of the amount of
human supervision needed during training. Fully supervised methods [15, 4, 14, 21, 22] require the
training images to be manually segmented into semantic regions. While such techniques can achieve
good accuracy, they are often impractical to use in real-world applications due to the large human
cost involved in collecting pixel-level segmentations for the training set. An alternative strategy in-
volves training object detectors [6, 7, 12] on labeled rectangular regions or bounding boxes, which
are easier to collect compared to pixel-level segmentations. However, the sizes and locations of the
training bounding boxes must be chosen by the human labeler and are consequently unlikely to be
optimal for recognition. Instead, semisupervised methods [9, 2, 5, 18, 8] can discover automatically
the location of objects from collections of images labeled only with class information. However,
many of these methods rely on bottom-up image segmentation – an ill-defined task leading to poor
classification accuracy. Furthermore for large datasets, even providing minimal supervision (such as
object-class labels) can be far too onerous.
Here we present a fully-unsupervised method for joint localization and clustering of foreground
objects from unlabeled images, thus completely eliminating the need for time-consuming and sub-
optimal human labeling. Unlike prior related work based on semantic latent topic models [19, 10],
our approach does not rely on brittle low-level segmentation methods applied as a first step before the
clustering. Instead, it simultaneously solves for the image clusters, the foreground appearance mod-
els and the spatial regions containing the objects by optimizing a single likelihood function defined
over the entire image collection. Our experiments demonstrate that this leads to better localization
and image clustering, even compared to fully supervised algorithms.

The intuition behind our approach is that objects can be viewed as recurring foreground patterns
appearing as coherent image regions. Thus, we can formulate object discovery as the task of
partitioning an unlabeled collection of images into K subsets (clusters), such that all images within
each subset share a similar foreground. In order to obtain a method scalable to large collections
and many classes, we adopt a subwindow-based representation of objects, which enables fast
localization given the object model. Specifically, we represent the object in an image as a histogram
of quantized local descriptors (SIFT [16]) occurring in the enclosing subwindow. We view each
object instance as a random variable drawn from an unknown distribution common to all instances
of that object class. This common distribution assumption constrains all subwindow histograms of
an object class to represent subtle variations around a prototypical average histogram. Based on this
assumption, our approach poses object discovery as a maximum likelihood estimation problem, to
be optimized over the entire collection of unlabeled images.
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Figure 1: (a) Our generative model of image formation: image zn is obtained by first drawing its object
class (ln); then the appearance of the object inside the foreground window location (xn) is generated from a
distribution (θF

ln ) common to all objects instances of that class. The background model (θB
n ) is assumed to

change with every image. (b) The quality of image clustering in terms of F-Measure for the three datasets
used in [13]. The compared methods are: kmeans and GMM applied to both full images (Kmeans-whole and
GMM-whole) and ground truth subwindows (Kmeans-GT and GMM-GT); FF [13]; our proposed algorithm.

We now formally describe our proposed generative model for unsupervised class discovery and
localization. We assume we are given as input a collection of N unlabeled images z1, . . . , zN .
Our objective is twofold: to partition the image collection into K clusters corresponding to the K
visual concepts or classes and to localize the concepts within each image. We denote with xn ∈
X the unknown rectangular bounding box enclosing the foreground object of image zn, where X
indicates the space of all possible rectangular subwindows. We represent the foreground region xn
of image zn by computing the histogram h(zn, xn) ∈ NW of the visual words (i.e., quantized local
visual features) occurring inside xn: here W represents the number of unique words in the visual
codebook, which, as usual, is learned during an offline stage from training images. We assume that
the foreground histograms of images belonging to the k-th object class are generated from a common
model defined by parameters θFk . Specifically, let ln ∈ {1, . . . ,K} denote the unknown cluster
label of image zn, which we assume to be drawn from a Multinomial distribution with parameters
π = {π1, . . . , πK}. Then, we model the foreground histogram h(zn, xn) as a random variable drawn
from a Gaussian distribution with parameters θFln = {µln ,Σln}, i.e., h(zn, xn) ∼ N (µln ,Σln).
In order to reduce the number of parameters to be estimated, we assume the covariance Σk of
each cluster k to be diagonal: Σk = diag(λk1, . . . , λkW )−1. Finally, each image is assumed to
have its own independent background model defined by parameters θBn . For our objective of object
discovery, the background parameters can be left unresolved. The complete generative model is
summarize graphically in Figure 1(a).
We find parameters θ = {θF , π} and foreground regions x = {x1, . . . , xn} via penalized maximum

likelihood, by marginalizing over the cluster labels:

p(z|x, θ)p(x) =
N∏
n=1

p(zn|xn, θ)p(xn) =
N∏
n=1

K∑
k=1

p(zn, ln = k|xn, θ)p(xn) (1)

We can maximize the proposed likelihood via Expectation Maximization (EM), alternating between
estimating the latent posterior distribution, γnk ≡ p(ln = k|zn, xn, θ), and solving for the fore-
ground models and locations. In particular, in the M-step we update the estimate of the foreground
mask of each image by maximizing the expected log-likelihood with respect to xn:

arg max
xn∈X

< L >γ = arg max
xn∈X

{log p(xn)−
K∑
k=1

γnk

W∑
w=1

λkw([h(zn, xn)]w − [µk]w)2} (2)

This objective is globally optimized over xn ∈ X using the branch and bound method for efficient
subwindow search of [12]. Figure 1(b) shows the performance of our algorithm compared against
the results published in [13], which is one of the few existing quantitative evaluations of unsuper-
vised object discovery and clustering. Please refer to that paper for details on the datasets. From
this Figure we see that our approach greatly outperforms not only methods using full images but
also algorithms applied to the foreground ground truth subwindows, probably due to the subjectivity
and suboptimality of these manual annotations. Additional experimental results and visualizations
of unsupervised object localization are available at [1].
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